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If we toss many times, what’s the chance that one of these occurs
before the other? 12
If we toss twice,
what’s the chance of HH?
what’s the chance of HT?

1
4
1
4

same

Keep flipping until we get HH, what’s the expected number of
flips? How about if we flip until we get HT - is it the same?
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Expected waiting times
Let tHH be E[num flips to HH], then
1
1
1
1
E[num|HH] + E[num|HT ] + E[num|TT ] + E[num|TH]
4
4
4
4 
1
1
1
=
2 + (2 + tHH ) + (2 + tHH ) + .3 + .(3 + tHH )
4
2
2


1
5
=
9 + tHH
4
2

tHH =

⇒ tHH = 6
Let tHT be E[num flips to HT], then
1
1
1
1
E[num|HT ] + E[num|TT ] + E[num|TH] + E[num|HH]
4
4
4
4

1
1
1
=
2 + (2 + tHT ) + 2. [2 + tH→HT ] , tH→HT = .1 + .(1 + tH→HT )
4
2
2
=4

tHT =

⇒ tHT
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Which pattern will come first?
We figured out tHH = 6, tHT = 4
Let’s flip a coin until we get either HH (I win) or HT (you win)
- is the game fair?
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Ok, THH is better so you pick THH
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I win

Ok, TTH is better so you pick TTH
I pick HTT. Is this fair?

I win

You pick HTT, I pick HHT (your first pick)

I

3
4
2
3

of the time
of the time

3
4 of the time
win 23 of the time!

Penney’s game (nontransitive): for sequences of ≥ 3 tosses, the
second player can always do better
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Is there a simple winning strategy?
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Suppose the first player chooses A − B − C
You should choose

A, B, C ∈ {H,T}

B̄ − A − B

Intuition: Unless the first player gets his/her sequence in the first
3 tosses, often if A − B occurs, you will already have won
For example, consider HHH
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Suppose the first player chooses A − B − C

A, B, C ∈ {H,T}

B̄ − A − B

You should choose

Intuition: Unless the first player gets his/her sequence in the first
3 tosses, often if A − B occurs, you will already have won
For example, consider HHH
First player choice
HHH
HHT
HTH
HTT
THH
THT
TTH
TTT

Your choice
THH
THH
HHT
HHT
TTH
TTH
HTT
HTT

Prob(You win)
7
8
2
3
2
3
3
4

3
4
2
3
2
3
7
8
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Conclusion
You now have special knowledge, use it responsibly
On the other hand, if you find yourself in a situation where you’re
not sure what’s going on. . .
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Conclusion
You now have special knowledge, use it responsibly
On the other hand, if you find yourself in a situation where you’re
not sure what’s going on. . . find a reason not to play

Thank you
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More fun

John Conway developed a beautiful algorithm that quickly
computes the odds of one sequence coming before another
For sequences A and B (any length), odds of B coming first are
|AA|−|AB|
|BB|−|BA| using a clever overlap metric, ask if interested [Nish10]

Is it possible to have two sequences where the first has expected
waiting time < the second yet on average, the second will occur
before the first?
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Let S1 =‘HTHH’, S2 =‘THTH’ then t1 = 18, t2 = 20 but
9
prob(THTH before HTHH)= 14
≈ 64%

What happens if instead of using one coin, each player tosses their
own coin? The sequence with shorter waiting time wins
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